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Development framework for a racing-oriented torque vectoring algorithm and controller proposal - Andoni Medina Murua 

~reface 
The creation of the automobile is undoubtedly one of the revolut ionary inventions of the modern era. 

The development of the first steam-powered automotive is attributed to Nicolas-Joseph Cugnot in 

1769 [1]. Sorne se lf-propelled vehicles using steam technology were designed unt il the 19th and even 

early 2Qth century, even though the Locomotive Acts [2] hampered part of this evolution. Paradoxica lly, 

sorne examples of both electric and interna! combustion engine-powered automobi le developments 

during the early 19th centu ry can be found in the bibliography [3]. However, the seria l production of 

the first practica ! vehicles like the Benz Patent-Motorwagen [4] and especia lly the Ford T [5] 

popularized the automobile and implied the predominance of the interna! combust ion engine; the 

symbol of freedom, status, sty!e, power, sex, motion, co!our [6] was born. 

Travelling by car is -despite the social, environmental and safety concerns- the preferred mean of 

transport by most people in western society [7],[8]. The number of t raffic deaths reached 1,35 million 

people in 2018 [9] and, even though much more remains to be done, the death rate has a decreasing 

tendency [10]. Severa! reasons explain this decreasing tendency [11]. governments across the world 

have made big efforts to raise social awa reness, ha rden regulatory controls, increase road surveillance, 

improve road safety featu res ... among others. Progress in active and passive safety of vehicles has also 

substantially contributed to reducing the number of fatal accidents and related injuries over the last 

decades [12]. Systems such as the Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) and the Veh icle Stability Contro l 

(VSC) or Electron ic Stability Program (ESP) played a key role with in the mentioned act ive sa fety systems. 

A clear link between the equipment of ABS and VSC or ESP on-road vehicles anda substantial reduction 

in fatal crashes can be found in the bibliography [13],[14]. 

The title of the presented work might mislead somehow the true purpose of this dissertation. One cou ld 

-naturally- think that the work aims solely on improving the performance of a race car, thinking of 

racing as a pu re amusement industry which has no link with real-world driving. But racing, in this case, 

is rather an excuse to reproduce a continuous scenario of limit handling, which will be crucial in a 

critica ! rea l-world situation such as crash avoidance, but also to faci litate the task (so fa r to a human 

but potentially for a computer) for a more enjoying, relaxing and sa fe drive. This work aims to explore 

the limit handling a rea of a vehicle and exploit the features brought by the electric technology for this 

purpose. 
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1 ITTtrod uction 
The progressive electrification of road vehicles is causing a big revolution in the automotive industry, 

in many aspects: vehicle design, manufacturing complexity, sales, user experience and impact on the 

environment, among others. In regards to vehicle design, the chassis of the ca r is altered -especia lly 

its floor- to fit the batteries, giving way to the so-called 'skateboard' chassis. This also applies to motors, 

which usually occupy less vo l u me than the homologous interna! combustion engines (hereinafter 'ICE'). 

Moreover, the compactness of the electric motor permits configurations never seen befare on an ICE 

vehicle; for example, having motors independently powering each of the vehicle's wheels, enabling a 

continuous control of the torque delivered to each vehicle corner. This feature can interestingly be 

used for many purposes, such as varying the understeering character of the vehic le [15], governing 

individually each tyre slip for traction control (TC). antilock braking systems (ABS) [16].[17]. or 

preventing the vehicle from losing stability (18], (19]. Even though these systems are not necessa ri ly 

linked toan electric powertrain (since ali have been already successfully worked on ICE cars for severa l 

decades). they can be benefited from the use of electric motors, dueto the higher simplicity, contro l 

bandwidth and actuation modes of independent electric motors acting directly on each of the wheels. 

The possible asymmetrical distribution of the motor's torque that arises from the aforementioned 

configuration can alter vehicle yawing. Direct yaw moment cont ro l (hereinafter 'DYC') consists of the 

idea of varying the vehicle turning by mea ns of other mechanisms besides the vehic le steering system, 

such as the u neven distribut ion of wheel torques on each axle. DYC can potent ial ly alter the vehicle's 

turning character by a greater level than changes in anti-roll bars, camber angles or small changes in 

weight distribution (20]. DYC has been trad itionally carried out by either differential braking in the 

case of vehicle stability control (VSC) or electronic stability program (ESP) or electronic differentials 

[21]. The potential advantage of electric motors powering independent wheels resides in the simplicity 

to distribute very different amounts of torques to them, even if they have opposed di rections (e.g. one 

wheel is accelerated while the other is braked). in a precise and seamless way. Torq ue vectoring usua lly 

refers to the same DYC principie, more often applied to electric powertrains or ICE ca rs with electron ic 

differentials, and usually aiming to enhance the handling characteristics of the vehicle (stabil ity 

management is taken over by the VSC or ESP). 

A few examples of these torque vectoring systems can be already found in passenger vehicles. Acura 

introduced one of the f irst vehicles equ ipped with torque vectori ng technology in 2005 [22], featuring 
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two electronic clutches on the rear axle to bias t he rear torque. Toyota developed in 2018 the Dynamic 

Torque Vectoring AWD system [23] to be adopted, utilizing the Toyota New Global Architecture (TNGA) 

platfarm, in sorne all-wheel-d rive gasoline engine veh icles such as the RAV4 model year 2020. Porsche 

developed already in 2010 the PTV (Porsche Torque Vectoring) [24], [25] based on selective braking 

(braking the inner wheel on tight corners) in combination with a rear locking differential. Audi uses 

two electronically controlled multiple-disc clutches to split the drive torque between the rear wheels 

on the 2021 RS3 [26], applying more torque to the outer whee l during cornering. Besides, Audi uses 

an independent electric motor schema far the rear axle of the e-tron and the e-tron Sportback [27], 

named Ouattro 2.0, to enable a continuous torque sp lit on the rear axle. 

Figure 1: 2021 Audi R53 rear electronic differential (courtesy of Audi AG) 

More advanced torque vectoring systems can be observed on vehicles with fau r independent electric 

motors, such as in the case of the 2014 Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG Electric Drive [28] or 2015 Rimac 

Concept_One [29]. 

A passenger car couldn't be employed for the present work because of budget and availabili ty reasons. 

A road car was simply too expensive and difficult to modify in arder to be used as a platfarm fa r a 

torque vectoring development, at least for the available budget far the author. Besides, as it wi ll be 

seen later, the tyre model is a key factor without which the development of the system would be 

insufficient, and tyre test data is usually restricted to the OEMs. Consequently, a Formula Student [30] 

vehicle was ch osen far this work: the Formula Student car [31] of the University of Navarra. This car is 

10 



cquippcd with two rcar clcctric motors, whicl1 powcr cach of thc rcar whccls, cnablirg thc possibility 

or 1.1s in·~ DYC. 1 o r que vertori n g is a p 'e 1 Ly pop u 1 ar 1 er.h n ology a 1 rea e y in l h is rnm pe 1 i Lior. 1 o p lea rns 

from prestigious universities such as TU Delh, [TH Zurich, TU Munich or Karlsruhe lnstitute of 

Technology compete for sorne years using vehicles featuring four independent motors and torque 

vecLoring algoriLhms. Sorne works can be also round in Lhe bibliography des·gning Lorque vecloring 

algorithms on íormula Student cars [32], [33], [34]. 

Thc prcscnt work follows thc typical V-shapc dcvclopmcnt proccss to dcsign a torquc vcctoring 

algor ilhm lor a tar wiLh a sper.ial i otus on Lhe lim il handling a rea [lhus, a rate rar) 1 he V-s!lape 

development process establishes a methodical framework far complex system design and integration, 

as shm'ln in Figure 3. -his thcsis follows thc ordcr dcfincd by thc mcntioncd dcsign proccss, cvcn 

1 houg"I i l only rowrs a limi l.ed par l. o r i 1 (final inlegralion is done on a sinulator bu 1 noL on 1 he physiC'al 

car). /\ccordingly, the reader mig"lt perceive a quasi-chronological arder when reading this text, wh ich 

is the consequence of following the aforesaid development process and trying to stick the text 

sLrurLwe lo il 1 he whirle and i Is thararlerisl iC's are lirsl ly explained, logelher wilh .. he Lyre and road 

characterization. Then, the particular application to a race car is explained. Once defined the 

spccifications rcquircd far thc applicafon on :he racc car, a rcvicw of thc typical control lcrs is done, 

lollowed by sol lware-irHhe-loop si mu I;; lions lo lirsl tune lhese r.onLrollers and 1.her determine lhe 

most interesting ones to further study. Once the most promis.ng controllers are chosen, these are 

exportecl to a d'iver-in-the-loop platform so a more precise evaluation can be done. Moreover, besicles 
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Vehicle 
Tecnun eRacing - TeR19 vehicle is taken as the development platform for t he torque vectoring 

algorithm, taking advantage of the two independent electric motors on the rea r axle. Thanks to the 

combination of high-performance race tyres and low vehicle mass, centre of gravity height and inertia, 

the vehicle features very agile and consistent handling. Vehic le balance is set to close to neutra l 

behaviour at low speeds (up to 50 km/h), seeking the maximum cornering speed, whi le turning more 

understeering at higher speeds to increase stability. Vehicle main specifications are resumed in Ta ble 

1. 

Figure 4: Render ofthe TeR19 vehicle 

The vehicle has been modelled using IPG® CarMaker®. This modelling includes sprung and unsprung 

mass and inertia properties, suspension kinematics, chassis torsional and bending stiffness, 

aerodynamic map, tyres and powertrain. The tyres are parametrized using Pacejka MF 5.2 formula [35]. 

as explained in detail later on. Preliminary simulations are performed using IPG® CarMaker® to 

determine the passive hand ling characteristics of the formula car. 
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Vehicle Overall 
Vehicle mass (driver included) 296 kq 
Yaw lnertia 150 kg·m 2 

Wheelbase 1.58 m 
Centre of gravity height 0.268 
Distan ce from the front axle to the centre of g ravity 0.798 m 
Front track 1.20 m 
Rea r track 1.18 m 
Maximum speed (limited by gearing) 115 km/h 

Powertrain 
Motor EMRAX 188 - High Voltage - LC [36] 
Number of motors and disposition 2 - rear axle - independent 
Maximal peak motor torque 90 Nm 
Peak power per motor at max load RPM 52 kW 
Continuous motor torque 43 Nm 
Continuous motor power (at 6500 RPM) 25 kW 
Maximum motor torque per wheel (at the driveshaft) 450 Nm 
Gear reducer Apex Dynamics AD090 
Reduction from the motor to the driveshaft 5:1 

Battery 
Cells Melasta SLPBA375175 
Configuration 96s1p 
Maximum voltage 403 V 
Maximum battery output power 80 kW 
Total sto red energy 6.45 kWh 

Tyres 
Tyre brand and mode l Hoosier 18x7.5-10 R25B 
Rim width 7 inches 
Tyres nominal peak grip coefficient (µ) 1.5 

Aerodvna m ics (theoretical data ret rieved from simulation) 

Ae rodynamic lift coefficient -3.8 
Aerodynamic drag coefficient 1.4 
Aerodynam ic balance distribution 560/o at the rea r axle 

Table 1: Vehicle main characteristics 

As it can be observed from Figure 5, the yaw rate t o steering response is especially fl at and quick 

compared with a reg ular passenger vehicle [37] and represents the agile behaviour of an FSAE car; it 

can be even approximated by a first-order transfer function. Also, the simulation results for the 

15041 38 test (Figure 6) demonstrate a sma ll yaw gain variance to acceleration or deceleration effects, 

than ks to the low centre of gravity to track and wheelbase relation and highly capa ble racing tires. 
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Figure 5: Yaw ra te response to steer angle - Bode plot 
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Figure 6: 1504138 test - constant speed test with virtual longitudinal inertial force [38] 
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ffiace car application 
Torque vectoring strategy may vary between a passenger and a race car. One of the main differences 

between the -passive- chassis configuration of a road anda race car is the balance. Race cars aim to 

maximize lateral performance by pushing both front and rear tyres to reach the peak lateral force at 

the same time, therefore, seeking a clase-to-neutral balance. Road cars understeering gradient [48][49] 

is commonly higher and ensures that the front axle is most of the time saturated f irst to guarantee 

the stability of the car, th us, stability is favoured over manoeuvrability. Besides this, due to the 

generally higher centre of gravity height, passenger cars usual ly have a higher weight transfer when 

accelerating/braking and/or cornering, but also higher suspension travel (especially in case of the 

trendy SUVs) and wheel toe change dueto different suspension kinematics (which many times are also 

oriented to increase the understeering character of the car under certain conditions). Also, road tyres 

cornering stiffness is usually smaller than race slick tyres. All these peculiarities of road cars genera lly 

impact a variation of the understeering gradient under vehicle longitudinal accelerations [1 5] and 

therefore a change in the expected yaw rate value. Apart from this, the combination of these 

characteristics, along with mostly higher mass and body inertia va lues, and suspension flexible rubber 

joints typically found in passenger cars, create a higher resistance for directional change, thus an 

increased delay between driver's steering angle input and veh icle's yaw rate response, and even an 

overshoot on it (lack of yaw damping) [50]. 

As a consequence, the torque vectoring cont rollers focused on road cars aim to 1) alter the vehicle's 

understeering gradient [51] (varying it, for example, under certain driving modes) 2) minimize the 

change of the yaw rate response under longitudinal accelerat ions 3) reduce the yaw delay and 4) 

supervise sideslip angle to ensure is kept with in stability limits. Va rious types of controllers are used 

for these tasks, as explained in the next chapter. 

Race cars, or the contrary, are generally designed (or modified if derived from a passenger car) with a 

decreased understeering gradient, lower centre of gravity height, less mass and inertia, small 

suspension trave l, grippier tyres, and so on. Consequently, maximum lateral acceleration value is 

increased, vehicle yawing is less affected by the longitudinal acceleration (even though may widely 

differ from one race car to another) and transient yaw response is usually better [37] (i.e., there is less 

delay and overshoot). Therefore, the torque vectoring strategy may rather differ from the road car 

approach. As the stability margin of the race car might be sma ller because of the decreased 
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understeering gradient, the controller should ensure tyres' maximum exploitation while guaranteeing 

or at least increasing vehicle stability at the limit of tyre grip. lt is yet common to share sorne control 

strategies with road cars far this scope (e.g. yaw rate sideslip angle tracking). Sorne examples of torque 

vectoring algorithms applied to race cars can be found in the literature: In [32]. a PID controller is 

presented to track the yaw rate of the vehicle, further decrease the understeering gradient, extend the 

linear relation between the steering angle and lateral acceleration , and increase the maxi mum 

achievable lateral acceleration (which can be expected from reducing the understeering gradient). A 

similar strategy can be seen in [52] and [53]. in this case, the controller facuses on minimizing the 

difference between front and rear slip angles, thus, tracking a neutral yaw rate. In [33]. a PI controller 

is com pared to a n LQR far yaw rate tracking; the reference yaw rate in th is case considers an 

understeering gradient. The same happens in [34]. but this time a model predictive controller (MPC) is 

used to track the reference yaw rate, keep the sideslip angle within stable limits and com mand the 

longitudinal acceleration requests from the driver. 
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Figure 12: TeR 19 yaw gain characteristics 

The vehicle on which this wo rk is based shows a good pass ive performance on IPG® Ca rMaker® 

simulations, as observed in Figure 5 and Figure 6: Very flat yaw rate response overa wide frequency 

range and a small yaw delay, and a small yaw rate vari ati on under longitudinal accelerations. This 

formula student veh icle features a nea rly 50/50 weight distribut ion , identica l race slick tyres front and 

rea r, similar suspension configuration on both axles and a 560/o of aerodynamic downfa rce dist ribution 
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Cont~ol lers review 
Extensive information already exists in the literature about contro l methods and cri teria for torq ue 

vectoring or DYC. Many contributions have been proposed to the employment of different contro l 

methods for DYC, especially in the last ten years, given the torque distribution freedom of electric 

powertrains with independent motors, but also - in sorne cases - due to the advancements done on 

electronic differentials. Control methods such as PID (Proportional Integral Derivative). LPV (Linear 

Parameter-Varying). LOR (Linear Ouadratic Regulator). LOG (Linear Ouadratic Gaussian). H-infinity, 

Fuzzy Logic, SMC (Sliding Mode Control) and MPC (Model Predictive Control) have been investigated 

in the last years, sorne of them with a combination of feedforward techniques, especially in the case 

of PID. Feedforward systems are typically used to anticipate known vehicle deviat ions (e.g. changes on 

the understeering gradient dueto passive vehicle configuration) and may featu re higher consistency 

and less response delay compared to feedback systems. Typical cont rol variables in such controllers are 

yaw rate and sideslip angle. 

Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) 

PID controllers regulate based on the error, the derivative and the integral of the error between a 

reference andan actual value. PID controllers have two main advantages. The first one is the ease of 

implementation resulting in easier tuning and minimal computational requirements. Secondly, PID 

controllers are known to be relatively robust, i.e. able to withstand changes in the vehicle modell ing 

without compromising the stability of the vehicle. There are also sorne drawbacks : because of its 

simplicity, a PID controller cannot exploit a complete knowledge of the vehicle. lf the plant is perfectly 

identified, a PI D controller may be outperformed by other algorithms. PI Ds are quite spread as yaw rate 

controllers. Table 2 shows several studies that used PID controllers as main contro l algorithms. 

Feed 
Ref(s) forward 

terms 

[52] No 

[55] Yes 

[56] Yes 

[57] No 

[58] No 

Comments 

Reduces slip angle difference between front and rear axle to achieve 
maximum lateral accelerat ion 
Focuses on rea r cornering stiffness to avoid instability, eva luates control 
using a driving simulator 
Derives an analytica l formula to improve steady and transient dynamics of 
the vehicle 

Minimizes sideslip angle 

Minimizes yaw rate error between a reference model and the real vehicle 
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[59] No Combined with active front steering 

[60] No 
Reference tracking and propase a tuning method. Tested on the ISO 3888-
2 Double Lane Change Test at 40 km/h and 90 km/h 

[61] Yes 
Estimates sideslip angle and cornering stiffness through a Kalman filter. 
Com pared vs. friction bra ke actuation 

[15] Yes 
Wheel torque distribution criteria using offline optimization and Control 
Allocation (CA) 

[62] Yes Performance comparison with H-infinity controller 

[38] No Uses a cubic-error PD controller for yaw rate and sideslip control 

Table 2: PID controlfers in the literature on DYC 

Sliding Mode Control 

Sliding Mode Control (SMC) uses an arbitrarily large gain to force the behaviour of a dynamic system 

to follow a trajectory of a reduced-order system (usually order one or two). The main strength is its 

robustness against modelling uncertainties. One of its drawbacks is that the controller is usually very 

active (the actuators are continuously saturated) which, in turn, may provoke chattering. Dead-band 

con trol lers, low-pass fi lters, or integra 1 actuation can am eliorate th is problem. Ta ble 3 su mmarizes the 

main publications on SMC controllers re lated to DYC. 

Ref(s 
) 

[51] 

[63] 

[53] 

[64] 

[65] 

[66] 

[67] 

[68] 

[69] 

[70] 

Order 

2 

-1 

-1, 2 

1, 2 

-1 

Comments 

T wo second-order slid ing-mode control lers a re eval uated aga i nst a feedforward 
controller combined with either a conventional oran adaptive proportional
integral-derivative (PID) controller. 
lmplement integral sliding mode (ISMC) to avoid chattering 
Combines SMC with PID. lnclude a low pass filter to reduce cha ttering. Reduce 
the difference between front and rear slip angles. 
lnclude saturation to reduce chattering 
Compares Interna ! Mode Control (IMC) and Second-Order Sliding Mode Control 
(SOSM], both using feedforward terms. With both control techniques, stability in 
demanding oversteering cond itions, like braking in a high-speed turn, can be 
worse than the uncontrolled case, depending on the long itudinal deceleration 
leve!. 
Multiple adaptive sliding mode control (MASMC). 
Compares Integral Terminal Sliding Mode (ITSM) and Non-singular Fast Terminal 
Sliding Model (NFTSM) to improve the transient response of the vehicle sideslip 
angle and yaw rate. 
Adaptive. Lyapunov based stability analysis. Performance studi ed on a double lane 
change test simulation. 
Compares first order, SOSM, and PID controllers. SOSM is the winner ofthe 
comparison based on a Sine with Dwell test manoeuvre (no chattering, best 
tracking performance, better slip-angle) 
Integral Sliding Mode Contro l (ISMC) compared LQR controller with and without 
non-linear feedforward. ISMC outperforms LOR both in tracking performance and 
yaw dam in . 
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Table 3: SMC contro/lers in the fiterature on DYC 

iQrder is 1 for first order SMC, 2 for Second-Order Sliding mode control (SOSM) and -1 far integral sliding control. 

Linear Ouadratic Regulator 

Linear Ouadratic Regulators (LOR) are optimal controllers that balance the tracking performance of the 

state variables (minimize the overall error of the yaw rate) with the actuation (commanded 

asymmetrical torque on the wheels]. The simplest LOR controllers minimize the integral of a weighted 

sum of the squared error and the square of the actuation. The gains for these types of controllers can 

be obtained by solving the corresponding Ricatti equation [71]. LOR is an optimal controller and proper 

selection of the function to minimize provides very effective results. On the downside, they are very 

sensitive to mismodelling the vehicle or perturbations and are usually applied to linear systems. Linear 

Ouadratic Gaussian (LOG) is a variant of LOR that also includes disturbances [e.g. side winds) modelled 

as Gaussian noise. lf properly tuned, the effect of disturbances can be minimized. Table 4 shows the 

literature related to optimal controllers [both LQR and LQG) for DYC. 

LQR and LQG were developed to control linear systems. A vehicle is not linear (especially at handling 

limits) and the application ofthese controllers requires the linearization ofthe vehicle for a particular 

working po int. M PC, d iscussed later, tries to fix this problem by solving a n optim ization eq uation on li ne. 

MPC are more computationally demanding compared to LQR and LQG controllers. Another possible 

approach is to use a gain scheduling method as done in linear parameter-varying controllers (LPV). 

Fuzzy logic 

Ref(s) 
[18], [19] 

[72] 

[73] 

[74] 

[33] 

[75].[76] 

[77] 

Controller 
LOR 

LQR 

LOR 

RLOR 

LQR 

LQG 

LPV 

Comments 
Appl ied to production veh icles 
Track vehicle yaw rate, minimization of the optimal handling performance 
index 
Track yaw rate and sideslip angle, minimize the use of externa! yaw 
moment 
Robust controller. Robustness is achieved through gain-scheduling and 
additional closed-loop control terms. Outperforms standard LOR. 
Applied to formula Student vehicle. Showed promising results compared 
to PO control ler 
lmproved disturbance rejection ability if compared to LOR 
Torque Vectoring and torque and slip limitations applied to a front-wheel
d rive electric veh icle 

Table 4: LQR and LQG controf!ers app!ied to DYC 
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Fuzzy logic controllers have also been applied to DYC. They consist of three main parts: fuzzification, 

rule processor, and defuzzification. The rules are usually stated by the control designer intuitively, e.g. 

"if the yaw error is large, apply a large torque to diminish it". The fuzzification part converts the input 

measurements into qualitative quantities, i.e. state if a specific yaw error is "large" or "huge". Usually 

the regions between the qualitative measurements ("large" and "huge") overlap. The defuzzification 

consists of generating the specific control action according to the output rules, e.g. a large torque is 

at least 60 Nm. These three parts of the controllers (fuzzification, generation of rules and 

defuzzification) require an in-depth knowledge of the process under study. Nevertheless, fuzzy 

controllers have been successfully applied to DYC or evento unstable systems (Table 5). 

Ref(s) 

[78] 

[79] 

[80] 

[81] 

Comments 
A high-level supervisory module operated by a genetic fuzzy yaw moment 
control ler. 
Comparison toan LOR. Fuzzy logic shows better results on IS03888-2 and 
Sine with Dwell manoeuvres. 
A unified controller with three control layers based on a fuzzy control 
strategy is designed for this purpose and applied to a vehicle with an 
electronic differential 
Composed of a neuro-fuzzy vertical tire forces estimator anda fuzzy yaw 
moment controller is compared to a more traditional PID. Controller using a 
high-fidelity vehicle dynamics simulator; results show that the proposed 
controller can increase vehicle efficiency by 100/o. 

Table 5: Fuzzy controllers applied to DYC 

Model Predictive Control 

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is similar to LQR controllers with sorne key differences. They are similar 

as long as both salve an optimization problem that trades off the tracking ability and the actuation. 

However, the approach is different since the optimization problem is solved online -with the additional 

computational cost- and can include non-linearities (such as actuator saturation) as long as the 

optimization solver candeal with them. Besides, the optimization problem is solved for a finite-time 

horizon, i.e. MPC minimizes a figure of merit that includes sorne samples, notan infinity summation 

as in LQR. Table 4 includes a summary of the DYC controllers that use the MPC approach. 

Ref(s) Controller 

[82] Non-linear 

[83] Standard 

[84] Non-linea r 

[85] Standard 

Comments 
Nearest point approach. Applied to step steer and split braking 
manoeuvre. 
Applied to U-turn and double lane change. Outperforms LOR. 
Robu st control ler. Robustness was ach ieved using gain-M o del 1 n 
combination with an SMC to compute the necessary torques on the 
rear wheels based on the requested longitudinal slips. Outperforms 
LQR. 
A linea r vehicle model is used for the MPC and compared with an 
eg ua! torgue algorithm. Eva luation is done by simulation. 
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[86] 

[34] 

[89] 

[90] 

[50] 

[91] 

Adapted to 
dea 1 with the 

dela y 

2 controllers: 
Standard and 

non-linear 

Standard 

Non-linear 

Standard with 
physical 

constraints 

Non-linear 

Table 6: MPC applied to DYC 

The yaw response of the vehicle is improved through torque 
vectoring to track the desired yaw rate, even with the presence of 
delays in the control loop which could degrade controller 
performance. Effectiveness is verified by si mu lation a nd by 
experiments with a rear-wheel-drive electric vehicle 
Applied to formula Student car. Both use the qpOASES solver [87]. 
The nonlinear model uses ACADO code generation tool [88]. Tested 
for U-turn and step steer. 
Requires no road friction information. Estimated using the relative 
difference between front and rear slip angles. 
Both torque vectoring and Electronic Stability Control (ESC]. Non
linearity includes constraints in the actuators. Tested on line-change 
and J-turn manoeuvres. 

Applied to 4WD. Tested on step steer and double lane-change 
manoeuvres. Outperforms LOR. 

Concurrent optimization of the reference yaw rate and wheel torque 
allocation. Cost function weights online varied using fuzzy logic to 
adaptively prioritize vehicle dynamics or energy efficiency. 
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Sit simulations 
Following the V-shape development process, a preliminary test of the typical controllers used for 

torque vectoring found in the bibliography is done for performance comparison. Several software-in

the-loop simulations are carried out using IPG® CarMaker® framework and a race driver mode l. 

Simulations can be automatized so optimum lap time can be ach ieved for each configuration, varying 

the possible gains and parameters. The chosen algorithms are an error-cube proportional derivative 

controller (PD), a linear quadratic regulator (LQR), a sliding mode controller (SMC) and two mode l 

predictive controllers (MPC) with different pla nt modelling complexities. 

The error-cube proportional derivative contro ller is first, in-depth explained and ind ividually evaluated 

using several con figurations dueto its novelty. Later on, the rest of the controllers are explained. 

Error cube Proportional Derivative Controller 

No specific application of the non-linear error PID has been found for the automotive doma in. Sausen 

et al. [22] demonstrated the closed-loop stability in the Lyapu nov sense for a system with an error

square controller. Alagoz et al. [23] stated that the error-cube signal can enhance the PID controller 

performance, allowing a smoother output dueto different sensit ivities depending on the error regime, 

giving extraordinary control properties. These authors presented an error-cube PID st rategy evaluated 

experimentally on a twin-rotor multi-input mu lti-output system. Wade [24] addressed an application 

of an error-cube controller for level control. Having a slack control response when the error is smal l 

and a tighter response at larger deviations could lead to a smooth and less intrusive control, wh ich 

could better merge with the passive vehicle performance, ultimately enhancing the interaction with 

the driver and overa ll driver-vehicle performance. This view is strengthened by observing the regions 

of attraction on the phase portra it plot [92] [93] of the passive veh icle (Figure 13): The a rea su rround i ng 

the latera l equilibrium point is stable and features a wide region of attraction which does not requ ire 

a big externa! actuation, whereas getting far from the equilibrium point may certa inly require a bigger 

actuation. 
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A vehide with the same configurations plus an added traction control only configuration is tested on 

ci simulated lcip on Olciberrici track. The rcicinq driver model in IPG CcirMaker is used to find the best 

possible lap time at the racetrack. The model offers the option to adjust the !eamíng rate of the driver, 

trom sensitive to aggressive, and the 1-xponent ot g-g /Jiagram, which sets the combined acceleration 

target for the driver. lt's found that, in the case of the vehicle with controllers, the best lap time is 

round by seLLing Lhe maximum aggressiveness and a high g-g exponen/ level, whereas Lhe passive 

vehicle requires the lcarning rate to be set ata more scnsítivc level and a smaller g-g cxponcnt valuc 

to get the minimum lap time. High aggressiveness and combined acceleration levels on the passive 

veh icle lead to a loss of control of the veh ide, while the control led veh ide avoids spin n inq at a ny time, 

as shown in Table 8. Best lap time is found by iteration of several runs, learning rate and g-g exponent 

levels in an increasing scheme (thus, starting at a sensitive learning rate and a low combined 

acceleration target and increasing both rates each step). Beca use of this, driver input varies from one 
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configuration to another (especially in the case of the uncontrolled vehicle], as each configuration 

leads to different driving styles and performances. The same configurations as for the Sine with Dwell 

test plus a configuration with not even the traction control (No control) have been chosen. 

As can be seen in Figure 18, the non-controlled vehicle is in general slightly slower at the exit of the 

corners. Steering angle and brake actuation are simila r for all the configu rations, except in the case of 

no control at the 450 m corner, where the increase of sideslip angle requires the driver to counter

steer. Controlled vehicles usually allow an earlier and more aggressive throttle application (as can be 

seen on the comer exits at distance 50 m, 120 m, 400 m, 540 m and 620 m]. with the respective time 

gain (Figure 17). High lateral acceleration and high-speed a reas seem not to create any reaction on the 

controller (Figure 19). The control torque shows that the behaviour of the controller is not intrusive 

and it acts where is specifically needed. This might suppose a good interaction with the driver and 

good exploitation of the passive chassis capabilities. Lap time gain of the controlled vehicles is about 

2.5 seconds in the best of the cases (traction control and combined control) compared to the vehicle 

with no control, as shown in Table 8. 
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Discussion 

The difference in lap times across different controllers is tiny: the best lap times for different controllers 

are within the same tenth of a second, except for SMC which is the slowest in Olaberria. The most 

important factor is the driver: aggressive driving with a large G-G exponent provides faster laps. 

However, hard braking at the fastest point of the circuit provokes front axle locking, and if the G-G 

exponent is over 2.2 the car is nota ble to finish the lap with any controller. 

lnterestingly, the error in the yaw rate is not critical for lap times: MPC and LPV-MPC have the largest 

and smallest IAE, and the corresponding lap times are within the same tenth. lnterestingly, MPC, whose 

IAE is smaller, is in fact slower than LPV-MPC. Sil simulations performed on the Hockenheim Formula 

Student circuit show similar results [96]. Even though it is generally assumed in the literature that. 

in arder to maximize the lateral performance of the vehicle, a neutral behaviour is required 

(thus, the front axle slip angle should be equal to the rear one), the slip angle required for the 

maximum lateral force of the tyre varies constantly during demanding driving, as seen in Figure 

26. 
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Figure 26: Test tyre data and MF5.2 fit - Lateral force (Fy) vs slip angle and maximum va/ues (test data and MF5.2 fit) 

Th e reference yaw rate is generally based on a fixed relati on between the front and rear slip angle 

(function of lateral accelerati on, vehicle speed, etc); it is constra ined to this relation and does not 

consider the exact slip ang le for the maximum lateral performance of the tyre [it simply assumes that 
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both axles slip angles need to be always similar, or the front should be always slightly higher for 

understeering behaviour). In Figure 27, a comparison between a s/ow and a fast lap can be seen in 

terms of reference and actual yaw rate matching. lt can be seen that the yaw rate tracking is better in 

the case of the slow la p. 

In regards to the control action, as observed in Table 11 and Figure 28, the error cube PD controller is 

substantially less intrusive than the others, and its lap time is not far from the best performing LPV

MPC. Despite its simplicity, the performance of the error cu be PD controller is remarkable. 

lt could be concluded that the Model Predictive Controller, on its Linear Parameter Varying 

configuration is the quickest one. An improvement in the interna! model accuracy could lead to 

an even better controller performance. On the other side, the error cubic PD controller 

demonstrated a very interesting behaviour for its simplicity. Because of these reasons, these 

two controllers will be chosen for further evaluation on the Driver-in-the-Loop platform. 
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EJi t si mu lations 
Controllers far Dil evaluation 

As explained in the previous chapter, and following the V-shape development process, Model Predictive 

Controller and error cube Proportional Derivative Controller are selected for their evaluation on the 

Driver-ln-the-loop platform. Before that, sorne work is done and complexity is added to both 

controllers to further improve their respective performances. In the case of the MPC, the interna! 

bicycle model with linearized tyre cornering stiffnesses has been replaced by a detailed four-wheel 

model with the complete set of Magic Formula 5.2 [42] tyre equat ions. This controller update impl ied 

an increase in the computational power of the algorithm, and beca use of that another feature for an 

increasing computational speed has been added, as explained in detail in the next subsection. In respect 

of the error cu be PD controller, a dynamic saturation has been added which substantially improved its 

performance during the Di l evaluations. Al so, to demonstrate the effectiveness of both direct yaw 

moment controllers, a third configuration has been added, featuring no torque vectoring but justa 

traction controller. The mentioned traction contro l has also been updated with respect to the previously 

tested using Sil one, adding a longitudinal slip low-level controller. Finally, an Ant i- l ock Brake system 

has been added to ease the driving experience of the vehicle. 

Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller (NMPC) 

Approach 

MPC has grown 1n popularity thanks, among others, to its ability to salve onl ine multivariable 

optimization problems and the growth of the computation power which has enabled the real-time 

application to systems like DYC. Many authors have applied MPC to DYC or torque vectoring. In [83] a 

control architecture is presented for combined velocity, yaw and sideslip regulat ion which aims to 

stabilize the vehicle at the limit of lateral acceleration. Two MPC strategies are presented, both using 

a linearized model of the vehicle (updating the A, B, C and D discrete matrixes atea ch time step, similar 

to the lPV-MPC employed in the Sil evaluations). The first strategy uses wheel torque as control input 

while the second one uses a simpler wheel, neglecting wheel dynamics and using tyre longitudina l 

slips as control inputs, similarly to what is presented later in th is paper. Both cont ro l methods are 

compared to each other and against an unconstrained contro l strategy in Sim ulink® and Carsim® 

environments. In [85] the plant is also linearized at every step of the simulat ion to solve the 

optimization problem, and the algorithm is eva luated by simulation too. This method improves vehicle 

handling, even in critica! conditions such as driving on ice. In (34] two MPC algorithms are applied to 
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Preliminary controller gains (in the case of the error cubic PO) and cost matrixes (in the case of the 

non linear model predictive controller) are chosen such as the trajectories that arise from the unstable 

points are stabilized and remain in the stable area. 
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Results 

Best lap times are usually achieved by the error cu be PD controller, closely followed by the NMPC. The 

lap times using only the traction control are generally slower, even though the spread is bigger 

compared to the other cases, as seen in Figure 39. A linear model including the controller and the driver 

was created to state whether the differences in lap times were significant. All the p-values of the 

differences were significant, as noted in the aforementioned figure. Traction control only configuration 

has been evaluated as most difficult to drive by all drivers, whereas there is no clear distinction in this 

regard between error cube PD and non linear model predictive controller, as shown in Figure 40 . 
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The number of successful laps and non-finished laps for each of the drivers were also compared. In 

this case, a generalized linear model -a logistic regression- is implemented, comparing the probability 

for each driver to successfully finish a lap. Using the traction control only showed much larg er 

probabilities of not finishing the laps than using the other controllers. The results were statistically 

significant for both of them, TC only vs error cu be PD (p-value: ?e-06) and TC only vs NMPC [p-value 

1e-04). However, the difference between error cube PD and NMPC is not statistically significant [p

value: 0.49). 
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There are no big differences in IAE values among the three configurations, even though the nonlinear 

model predictive controller features a smaller statistical distribution compared to the rest of the 

configurations as observed in Figure 41. Nonlinear model predictive control fer involves highest control 

action (IACA) which might be related to the mentioned smaller IAE variance. Error cube PO controller 

actuation ranks second for IACA, while the setup with only traction control reflects the operation of 

the traction control while cornering, which creates sorne yaw moment because of weight transfer 

between inner and outer wheels during cornering and therefore an asymmetrical torque distribution 

(Figure 42). 
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Scorings on the Traceability and Control lntrusiveness items between two torque vectoring controllers 

show no significance, as observed in Figure 43 and Figure 44. The higher actuation of the NMPC is not 

translated into a disturbing control actuation perception by the drivers. Similarly, a smaller IAE variance 

value of the NPMC is neither translated into better seores on the Traceability item. This phenomenon 

could suggest the necessity of using a real vehicle to evaluate these items. In spite of this, drivers did 

feel the difference of the traction control only case compared to the rest of the configurations: 

Traceability item was poorly assessed (median score 2) by the drivers dueto the oversteering behaviour 

of the veh icle at the exit of the corners, wh ile Control 1 ntrusiveness was positively val ued for th is case. 

T raction control on ly config u ration, therefore, is unable to prevent the veh icle from oversteering, a nd 

hence drivers tend to accelerate less, especially at the exit ofthe corners, so overall speed is lower over 

the track, as observed in Figure 45. On the other side, torque vectoring controllers enable a practically 

"on-off" accelerator pedal operation, causing a clear reduction in each lap time, as seen in Figure 46 

and Figure 47 respectively. 
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